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Atlas Network Functional Specification

💻 Technology Stack

Headless CraftCMS (Back End)
We will use a Headless CraftCMS instance that enables us to design a system that matches our 
content taxonomy and information architecture in a scalable and manageable format.

The headless approach allows us to decouple the system which stores and records the content and 
it's presentation. The core benefits include performance, static caching, SEO, and flexibility in UX.

NuxtJS (Front End)
Nuxt.js is a higher-level framework that builds on top of VueJS. It is server rendered which provides 
ultimate performance, load time / site speed, and enhanced SEO. It is a well known popular 
framework with excellent documentation making it easy for developers to pick up and transition into 
the codebase if required. 

By separating the frontend from the backend with a framework like NuxtJS it becomes easier to 
integrate additional platforms and services in the future, as well as pull content in from other 
sources like partner databases etc.

🌎 Hosting

Cloudways - LAMP stack hosting providing a happy medium between a managed environment and 
configurability. Sits in front of cloud providers, AWS, Digital Ocean, etc.

Cloudflare CDN - Performance optimization layer provides transparent image optimizaiton for 
images served from Wordpress, without price unpredictability of more dedicated services. Also 
useful for other optimization purposes going forward.
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Vercel - Hosting for Nuxt.js providing a built in build pipeline, CDN and serverless functions without 
complex management of node.js servers.

Hosting Costs

Name Cost

Cloudways Hosting $80/mo

Vercel Hosting $40/mo

Cloudflare CDN $20/mo

Untitled

Total $140/mo

Untitled

🗺 CMS Architecture

Categories

Name Tags

Story
Topics

Eradicating Poverty Government Accountability Promoting Free Societies

Protecting Civil Rights Unleashing Entrepreneurship

Story
Regions

Africa Austalia & New Zealand Canada East Asia Europe Latin America South Asia

United States

Blog
Categories

Center for African Prosperity Center for Latin America Center for US & Canada Civil Rights

Economic Audits Entrepreneurship Free Societies Gov Accounatability News Podcasts

Poverty Press Room

People
Categories

Advisory Council Board Members Council of Members Fisher Legacy Society

Global Council of CEOs Leadership

Training
Categories
TBD

Untitled

💡 Each category will have associated title and short title fields. Short title used in filter 
dropdowns and title used on landing pages.

https://www.notion.so/Cloudways-Hosting-5ad0b21efd474e42a1e74b063bed9470
https://www.notion.so/Vercel-Hosting-7acdf5335a244797b55a508aece74dc8
https://www.notion.so/Cloudflare-CDN-71ffdf989ddc43388246b50fe4c6768a
https://www.notion.so/88b2feba59ca4af78aae5810b522305d
https://www.notion.so/Total-1b7165c1ccf5438da6d04aaf3edfde67
https://www.notion.so/68933dafe9d249bebbb5e7937bfc894e
https://www.notion.so/Story-Topics-010045d8f5f74710826f856699473844
https://www.notion.so/Story-Regions-a5b3f579f50e4716911cab9cd9d42615
https://www.notion.so/Blog-Categories-cf3a3a5c2e4041d3b1c87c21441c7702
https://www.notion.so/People-Categories-2e8ebeea2f8549268b814f6e06c29498
https://www.notion.so/Training-Categories-TBD-f17b4a742eca48e5bd7ef7fe95711c11
https://www.notion.so/6ee30fc690b44e28ab66c353d16fe062
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Channels

Name
Content

Type
Category Group Notes Template URL

Home single home /

Who We
Are

single who we are /who-we-are

The
Mission

single the mission /our-mission

Our Model single our model /our-model

Financials single financials /financials

FAQ single faq /faq

Contact single
Freeform
managed
form

contact /contact

Training
Academy

single training listing /training

Training
Detail

entry Training Categories

No detail
page, links
away to
training
platform.

n/a

People single people /our-people

People
Detail

entry People Categories

No detail
page, just
listing of
entries

n/a

Events single events listing /events

Event
Detail

entry

No detail
page, links
away to
event
platform.

n/a

Donate single

Mini forms
that link
through to
Classy for
actual
donation
transaction

donate /donate

The
Network

single the network /partners

https://www.notion.so/Home-3d5391b080814ca4ab7000ef2bea2105
https://www.notion.so/Who-We-Are-fb2d8f72efc24d7fb68b3a86eb9d80fd
https://www.notion.so/The-Mission-e9c43f150e1c4767b8d62135d5e0e839
https://www.notion.so/Our-Model-5a83da14e73843e2b44cfa3b94951014
https://www.notion.so/Financials-4ea95a1f32944538b5fbb55343122f18
https://www.notion.so/FAQ-ce8ae425098f472bb089d8aa74c59e02
https://www.notion.so/Contact-7b53050706a84be4880870828452d062
https://www.notion.so/Training-Academy-1ef235dd40ae4b20aa458b4cdeee976e
https://www.notion.so/Training-Detail-a5efb764f3554036ab9aa1fea2380a37
https://www.notion.so/People-09765031ca2143e8b64ef2985f5061fd
https://www.notion.so/People-Detail-ddbeca69e73f425ab462bec6094d6675
https://www.notion.so/Events-8bc003d88a0c4245b2ccd8c67475e813
https://www.notion.so/Event-Detail-d5e20964e73f4e19989a4311d5f3441b
https://www.notion.so/Donate-702e07715da443b9affbb9c0fe52735c
https://www.notion.so/The-Network-5e3d94c01875414ca4fb0ebac5661190
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Name
Content

Type
Category Group Notes Template URL

Center
Detail

entry

Uses blog
categories
to link to
specific
center
articles.
Can set up
redirects
for Vanity
URLs

center detail /partners/{slug}

Become a
Partner

single

Links away
to
applications
portal

become partner /become-a-partner

Stories
Listing

single

Can be
filtered by
one topic
and one
region

stories listing /stories

Stories
Category

category
Can be
filtered by
one region

stories listing
/stories/category/{category
slug}

Story
Detail

entry
Story Categories

Story Regions
detail /stories/{story slug}

Grants
Listing

single listing v1 /grants

Grant
Detail

entry detail /grants/{grant slug}

Awards
Listing

single listing v1 /awards

Award
Detail

entry detail /awards/{award slug}

Articles
Listing

single

Can be
filtered by
one
category

listing v2 /articles

Articles
Category

category listing v2
/articles/category/{category
slug}

Article
Detail

entry Blog Categories detail /articles/{article slug}

https://www.notion.so/Center-Detail-16c15cf6c88542be87ebb104407ef8eb
https://www.notion.so/Become-a-Partner-1209c33348b54b4fa9ea3cc188ac92b2
https://www.notion.so/Stories-Listing-06decd2f4c624213902ae1b84ad9d2df
https://www.notion.so/Stories-Category-2525cc38f55c42d6bdb7d92b130cbc27
https://www.notion.so/Story-Detail-9aeec5d51c1c493696a1b9ec9d172c7b
https://www.notion.so/Grants-Listing-e901414f6a1a4dbbbd15a7d6db3bf30d
https://www.notion.so/Grant-Detail-44d41b2d50784dd4a500f8f4626c05f7
https://www.notion.so/Awards-Listing-020d8dd904224fcfbd3bea8cd01a85ca
https://www.notion.so/Award-Detail-4c2be676d322403195d2a8c2a027d3f0
https://www.notion.so/Articles-Listing-3db869877dd747c7a12de9b53733b20d
https://www.notion.so/Articles-Category-58a130fc2d474cc38f24d945fa02e650
https://www.notion.so/Article-Detail-85d142bffe414645b2a40bda2187afc3
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Name
Content

Type
Category Group Notes Template URL

Podcasts single

Podcast
embeds
using
iframe
offered by
3rd party
service

podcasts /podcasts

Books
Listing

single listing v2 /books

Book
Detail

entry detail /books/{book slug}

Magazines
Listing

single listing v2 /magazines

Magazine
Detail

entry

No detail
page, links
to file
upload.

detail
/magazines/{magazine
slug}

Search search results /search

Basic Text
Page

entry

Simple
template
with
WYSIWYG
field. E.g
Privacy
Policy /
Terms

basic text /page/{page slug}

Untitled

💡 Sitemap for reference

https://s3-us-west-2.amazonaws.com/secure.notion-static.com/1c6a0520-da934ea683fe-092
2458225b2/AtlasNetwork_Revised_Sitemap.pdf

⚙ Functional Specifications

Donations 
Donations will be handled by Classy. We will utilize the Classy API that allows us to pass data to the 
system through URL parameters. This will enable us to have a mini donation form that clicks through to 
Classy for users to complete the transaction. 

https://www.notion.so/Podcasts-7b307a71982a4e8bbc779b8ffed55a78
https://www.notion.so/Books-Listing-8305b50fa2d948f68378631d43a2d15d
https://www.notion.so/Book-Detail-88c333a128b4450d8d091c0920768cf6
https://www.notion.so/Magazines-Listing-a02894d0568a41948f09d97bda456d64
https://www.notion.so/Magazine-Detail-3aba18483df7418eb8bebca3ea188c75
https://www.notion.so/Search-c859ec02246141a1865a0f91b5dde2d5
https://www.notion.so/Basic-Text-Page-aa79698bc6d74c21ba46f7072be86008
https://www.notion.so/5f884811b2134652b3615aa24551cf00
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Contact
The contact form will use the popular Freeform plugin for CraftCMS, this will handle storing contact 
form submissions in the CMS and sending notifications to administrators. We will use Freeform Lite for 
launch with the option for Atlas to upgrade to Pro for Salesforce and other CRM integrations. Pricing 
information below.

Newsletter
The newsletter signup component will post submissions through to a predefined Mailchimp list. In order 
to create an optimal user experience, this will be custom coded rather than utilizing a Mailchimp iframe 
embed. This will require a code change to switch the detination list within Mailchimp but will allow for a 
much greater UX. 

Training Academy
The training academy page will show a listing of training courses, each of which will be stored as an 
entry in the CMS. However training courses will not have specific detail pages and will instead link away 
to a third party destination. 

Event Listing
The event listing page will show a listing of events, each of which will be stored as an entry in the CMS. 
However events will not have specific detail pages and will instead link away to a third party destination. 
Events will be ordered by a single custom date field (separate to the human readable field) showing 
upcoming events, past events will be hidden from the listing.

Podcasts

https://plugins.craftcms.com/freeform
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Information for two podcasts will be stored in the CMS within the podcasts page as a single. The 
podcasts template will show a toggle to switch between two podcasts with a description and 
Buzzsprout podcast iframe embed. Single podcast epiosdes can be highlighted using the blog, with 
dedicated URLs containing write ups of a particular episode accompanied by a single episode iframe 
embed, for search optimization benefits.   

Blog Filtering
Blog articles will be stored in the CMS as entries and will have the option to be categoriesed by with the 
Blog Categories group. Each entry will be limited to a single tag which will be displayed as a label on the 
blog card. Users can filter blog posts by selecting a Blog Category from the category dropdown. 

Blog posts can also be filtered through the URL by specifiying a category slug e.g 
/articles/category/poverty. Each category will have an associated featured article which will also be 
switched out according to the preset filter. This is how the center detail pages will link to center specific 
articles (see below)

Centers
Each Center page will be stored in the CMS as an entry with a corresponding template. There are 
various pieces of content stored within these entries, including a relationship field allowing 3 articles to 
be selected as well as a link to the blog pre-filtered by the corresponding category. For example the 
"Center for African Prosperity" will link to through to the blog using the link /articles/category/center-
for-african-prosperity, this will show the pre-filtered version of the blog with a corresponding featured 
article.

https://www.buzzsprout.com/
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Stories Filtering
Stories will be stored in the CMS as entries and will have the option to be categoriesed by with the 
Stories Topics and Story Regions category groups. Each entry will be limited to a single topic and single 
region. Users can filter stories by selecting a single topic and single region. 
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Stories can also be filtered through the URL by specifiying a category slug e.g 
/stories/category/poverty. Each category will have an associated headline, description, and featured 
article which will also be switched out according to the preset filter. Stories can not be filtered by region 
with the URL, that is a client side feature, triggered with the dropdown.. 
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🎛 Integrations & External Requirements

Integrations

Name Description Cost

CraftCMS
Content Management system, pro version. Single one off cost plus
yearly renewal

$299 $59 updates /
renewal per yr)

Freeform
Lite version required for launch. Option to upgrade to Pro for Salesforce
integration post launch

$99 $49 renewal per yr)

Mailchimp N/A (already acquired)

Buzzsprout N/A (already acquired)

CVENT N/A (already acquired)

Classy N/A (already acquired)

Untitled

https://www.notion.so/CraftCMS-457653a7bf634c96bf5c843a27c7f3d7
https://www.notion.so/Freeform-bfc0a78f2c414f63b28f170e3e1b8a65
https://www.notion.so/Mailchimp-cd9d8b179e164866be93c2ca6d3e2f79
https://www.notion.so/Buzzsprout-7ceacc1fa8324bdea1e07bbc5d4743e0
https://www.notion.so/CVENT-b8f3ca02ff7a4d74863535e2c43accc2
https://www.notion.so/Classy-3a0fb81fb6a3420c9847b03a9e5331d6
https://www.notion.so/bd6d364a4cea4992a04a58c16a7eac8c
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Name Description Cost

Total $398 $108/yr updates)

Untitled

https://www.notion.so/Total-15a63722193c474e8b6391e043f5dc22
https://www.notion.so/3ba7502571504934a99a76b635fdb4e3

